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Abstract
Biodegradation process modeling is an essential tool for the optimization of biotechnologies related to
gaseous pollutants treatment. In these technologies, the predominant role of biofilm, particularly under
conditions of no mass transfer limitations, results in a need to determine what processes are occurring
within the same. By measuring the interior of the biofilms, an increased knowledge of mass transport and
biodegradation processes may be attained. This information is useful in order to develop more reliable
models that take biofilm heterogeneity into account. In this study, a new methodology, based on a novel
dissolved oxygen (DO) and mass transport microelectronic array (MEA) sensor, is presented in order to
characterize a biofilm. Utilizing the MEA sensor, designed to obtain DO and diffusivity profiles with a
single measurement, it was possible to obtain distributions of oxygen diffusivity and biokinetic
parameters along a biofilm grown in a flat plate bioreactor (FPB). The results obtained for oxygen
diffusivity, estimated from oxygenation profiles and direct measurements, revealed that changes in its
distribution were reduced when increasing the liquid flow rate. It was also possible to observe the effect
of biofilm heterogeneity through biokinetic parameters, estimated using the DO profiles. Biokinetic
parameters, including maximum specific growth rate, the Monod half-saturation coefficient of oxygen
and the maintenance coefficient for oxygen which showed a marked variation across the biofilm, suggest
that a tool that considers the heterogeneity of biofilms is essential for the optimization of biotechnologies.
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Introduction
Knowledge of biodegradation mechanisms in biofiltration processes (both in biofilters and biotrickling
filters) is essential for the development of models and the selection of optimal operating conditions.
Model validation has typically been based upon bulk measurements taken in the liquid and gas phases
(Kim and Deshusses 2003), due to the impossibility of taking said measurements within the biofilms,
where pollutant degradation takes place. The reliability of these models may be enhanced with an
increased understanding of biofilms by measuring the different chemical species found within them.
Since oxygen is the primary electron acceptor in biological reactions (aerobic conditions), it is one of the
most important species to monitor. However, reduced biofilm thickness (ranging from a few microns to a
few millimeters) has prevented measurements from being taken within them.
Some of the technical difficulties occurring during the measurement of dissolved oxygen (DO) profiles
within biofilms have been resolved thanks to the development of microsensors, with Clark-type
microelectrodes being the most commonly used (Revsbech and Jørgensen 1986). Based on the profiles
recorded with Clark-type microelectrodes, it has been possible to increase knowledge of biofilm structure
(Melo and Frias 2004; Okabe et al. 1999; Zhu et al. 2001) and function (Schramm et al. 1996; Schwermer
et al. 2008), and to characterize the mass transport processes and microbial activity occurring across these
biofilms. With these profiles, biokinetic parameters commonly computed from microorganisms in
suspension (Brouwer et al. 1998), may be replaced by growth parameters extracted from in situ
measurements of oxygen profiles within the biofilms (Yurt et al. 2003; Zhou et al. 2012). However, the
biokinetic parameters of the attached growth systems are not easily measured, since diffusional resistance
within the biofilm occurs simultaneously. Therefore reliable kinetic parameters estimation may be subject
to the availability of mass transport information, in addition to other limitations described by Yurt et al.
(2003). Mass transport within biofilm is typically considered to occur by diffusional mechanisms, in
accordance with Fick’s laws. Although various procedures have been developed to quantify effective
diffusivity, the large amount of data required (Chiu et al. 2006; Fu et al. 1994) as well as the need for a
specific microsensor (Beyenal et al. 1998; Revsbech et al. 1998) complicates these methods considerably.
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Furthermore, the need for a positioning system (Rosa and Yu 2006), along with its high cost and fragility
(Wu et al. 2005) make profile recording with Clark-type microsensors a delicate and tedious process, and
one that requires a major investment of both time and resources.
Recently, different microsensors based on micro-electro mechanical system technology (MEMS) have
been developed in order to improve microsensor performance in biofilm monitoring (Del Campo et al.
2007; Lee et al. 2007; Liu and Chen 2009). MEMS technology allows for a more versatile design,
enabling the fabrication of microelectrodes of different sizes, geometries and arrangements (del Campo et
al. 2014; Prehn et al. 2011). In addition, microfabrication techniques allow for cost-effective massproduction of microsensors that may be used for a variety of applications. Microsensors based on MEMS
technology have been used to obtain qualitative information on biofilm structure and activity (Godino et
al. 2008). With this technology, a novel DO microelectrode array sensor (DO-MEA) was developed to
improve biofilm monitoring by recording DO profiles in a single measurement. This sensor consists of a
linear gold disk microelectrode array, permitting the recording of 1 mm DO profiles in a single
measurement. The absence of a membrane between the cathode and the measuring medium reduces mass
transport resistance, resulting in a faster sensor response. Furthermore, the sensor design allows for the
obtaining of mass transport rate profiles through the biofilm.
In this study, the DO-MEA sensor was used to develop an experimental methodology for biofilm
characterization. This characterization consisted of obtaining in situ information on mass transport by
estimating the biofilm’s effective diffusivity, its biokinetics based on microbial growth and maintenance
parameters, and its structure through determination of oxygen distribution inside biofilm. Obtained data
may be used for model development, taking biofilm heterogeneity into account.
Materials and Methods
DO-MEA Sensor
The novel DO-MEA sensor was designed, produced and characterized to obtain DO profiles within
biofilms. The sensor (Fig.1) consists of an array of eleven gold disk microelectrodes, having a diameter of
50 µm, and a gold rectangular macroelectrode along the microdisk array, with a surface area of 2.500 x
0.115 mm2. The eleven small electrodes were designed to serve as working electrodes (WE) while the
rectangular one was designed for use as an integrated reference system.
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Sensor microfabrication
Microsensors were created in clean room facilities at the Barcelona Microelectronics Institute (Spain),
using standard photolithography techniques (Bonilla et al. 2011; Gabriel et al. 2007; Guimera et al. 2012).

Fig. 1 DO-MEA design of eleven gold disk microelectrodes array and a rectangular macroelectrode with a 500 µm
thick Pyrex substrate and featuring SU-8 passivation. Complete packaging of the DO-MEA sensor in a PCB using
wire bonding.

To summarize, three metal layers were deposited by sputtering over a Pyrex wafer. The first layer
consisted of thin titanium (15 nm) to improve adhesion, a second nickel layer (15 nm) was deposited to
provide a diffusion barrier and to prevent the formation of intermetallic Ti-Au compounds, and a final
gold layer (150 nm) was deposited. Next, electrodes and metal tracks were patterned via selective wet
etching baths and, finally, a 1.9 µm SU-8 passivation layer was spin-coated to define the electrode active
area and the connecting pads. Each individual sawed needle was fixed on a printed circuit board and wire
bonding was used for electrical connections.
Oxygen measurements
The DO-MEA sensor operation was based on amperometric measurement principles (Mottola 1978).
Oxygen measurements were conducted with an electrochemical system consisting of an 8-channel
potentiostat (1010C Electrochemical Analyzer, CH-Instruments, USA) and a conventional three-electrode
cell. An Ag/AgCl (3M KCl) electrode (Metrohm, Germany) served as reference electrode (RE), a
Platinum ring electrode (Metrohm, Germany) was used as counter electrode (CE) and the sensing
electrodes served as working electrodes (WE).
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The sensor was polarized, using the electrochemical setup, at a potential at which oxygen was reduced on
the sensing electrodes surface. The optimal value of the polarization voltage was determined by linear
sweep voltammetry analysis and, in accordance with Paliteiro (1994), a -850 mV potential was used. The
polarization current of each gold microelectrode was used to quantify the DO concentration.
Thus, the DO-MEA sensor allowed for an 8-point DO concentration profile of 1 mm depth via a single
measurement.
DO-MEA sensor calibration and characterization
The use of the DO-MEA sensor to monitor the DO within biofilms required a series of operations in order
to optimize and characterize its response. Prior to DO-MEA calibration, electrode activation was
necessary. It was found that sensor immersion in a solution of 75% v/v 50 mM KOH and 25% v/v H2O2
(Fischer et al. 2009) was the most suitable method of gold cleaning for the DO-MEA sensor.
After activation, the DO-MEA sensor was calibrated in the 0-8 mg DO·l-1 range. The calibration
procedure consisted of adjusting the DO concentration, controlled with an oxygen probe (OXI 325,
WTW, Germany), by bubbling a mixture of nitrogen (0% O2) and air (21% O2) in the measuring medium.
Polarization currents measured at six different DO concentrations were used to create calibration plots.
Calibration data was used in the sensor characterization, revealing a linear response in the calibration
range (correlation coefficients greater than 0.990), a sensor sensitivity of 2.41 ± 0.08 nA·mg DO-1·l and
detection and quantification limits of 0.04 mg·l-1 and 0.15 mg·l-1, respectively. The DO-MEA sensor may
be used in distinct mediums having a minimum ionic strength of 1mS·cm-1 (to ensure an optimal sensor
response).
Measurement of mass transport properties
The effective diffusivity within biofilms may be determined experimentally with both limiting current
(Yang and Lewandowski 1995) and apparent diffusivity microsensors (Beyenal et al. 1998; Revsbech et
al. 1998). This study focused on limiting current sensors, having configurations (naked metal electrodes)
that are equivalent to those of MEA sensors. Thus, the DO-MEA sensor was adapted to perform mass
transport rate and effective diffusivity measurements.
Limiting current measurements
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Limiting current measurements were conducted with amperometric electrodes without silicon
membranes, making them sensitive to the mass transport rate near the sensor tip. These measurements
were based on the application of a potential between the electrodes and the reference system, at which the
electroactive species concentration at the electrode surface is zero and the concentration gradient can no
longer increase. The limiting current measurements used in mass transport rate and effective diffusivity
monitoring were conducted using Fe(CN)63- as the electroactive substance, since it is a fully characterized
species, in both physical and chemical terms (Gao et al. 1995). To prevent electromigration problems, the
ferricyanide solution was prepared using KCl (0.2M) as the supporting electrolyte.
Local mass transport coefficient microsensor
The DO-MEA sensor was adapted to a mass transport rate sensor through application of the limiting
current technique (Yang and Lewandowski 1995). Limiting current sensors have been used to measure
the local mass transfer coefficient to a surface (Dawson and Trass 1972) and the profiles of this
coefficient within biofilms (Rasmussen and Lewandowski 1998). The technique utilized is based on the
application of a potential, in the presence of Fe(CN)63-, satisfying the limiting current conditions. This
potential reduces Fe(CN)63-, removing it from the electrode surface, creating equilibrium in the local
consumption of the electroactive substance at the electrode surface (Eq. 1),

J=

I
n·A·F

(1)

where J is the flux of ferricyanide (mol·m-2·s-1), I is the polarization current (A), A is the electrode area
(m2) and n is the number of electrons transferred in the Fe(CN)63- reduction, and the mass transport of the
electrolyte from the bulk solution to the electrode surface (Eq.2).

J = k·(C0 − C S )

(2)

Where k is the mass transport coefficient (m·s-1), C0 is the bulk solution concentration (mol·m-3) and CS is
the electrode surface concentration (mol·m-3).
Based on this equilibrium, considering that the current generated is only affected by the local mass
transport of Fe(CN)63-, the local mass transport coefficient may be calculated from Eq. 3.
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k=

I
n·A·F ·(C0 − C S )

(3)

Effective diffusivity measurements
The relationship between the limiting-current and effective diffusivity has been widely studied (Beyenal
et al. 1998) and its correlation with ferricyanide was reported in Beyenal and Lewandowski (2002) (Eq.
4).

I
DCN = 1.12 ⋅ 10 −10 + 3.69 ⋅ 10 −12 ⋅   (4)
 A
Where DCN is the effective diffusivity of ferricyanide (m2·s-1).
Development of an aerobic heterotrophic biofilm
Microelectrodes measurements were conducted through a biofilm grown in a flat plate bioreactor (FPB).
The FPB was designed in accordance with Lewandowski and Beyenal (2007) and consisted of an open
channel, manufactured in methacrylate (PMMA), 20 cm in length, 3.5 cm in width and 1.3 cm in depth. A
peristaltic pump (MCP Standard, Ismatec, Germany) was used to feed the reactor with a nutrient solution
(Dorado et al. 2012) containing glucose as the sole carbon and energy source at 13 g·l-1, and a second
peristaltic pump (Miniplus 3, Gilson, France) served to recirculating the liquid phase through the reactor.
A mixing chamber, with continuous air bubbling, was placed on the recirculation line in order to maintain
the oxygen saturation level in the liquid phase at the inlet of the reactor.
The reactor, as well as all attachments, was sterilized by recirculating a 30% NaClO solution for 1 hour
and it was rinsed with distilled water prior to inoculation. It was seeded with 35 ml of sludge (2 g VSS·l-1)
from a pilot plant bioreactor treating synthetic wastewater. The remaining volume of the reactor (115 ml)
was filled with the nutrient solution, and the reactor was operated batchwise for 24 hours, after which it
began to operate continuously until a well-defined biofilm was formed on the bottom of the reactor, after
approximately 3 days. During biofilm growth, flow rate and residence time were adjusted to
approximately 1 m·h-1 and 12 hours respectively, simulating the operating conditions of a conventional
biotrickling filter. Glucose concentration was measured with a refractometer (Refracto 30GS, Mettler
Toledo, Switzerland) during reactor operation, and it was determined that glucose concentration did not
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limit microbial activity. Dissolved oxygen concentration and pH were also monitored with the DO-MEA
sensor and pH-meter (pH25+, Crison, USA) respectively.
Upon completion of the profiling experiments, the density of the grown biofilm was analyzed based on
volatile suspended solids (VSS) analysis of a known biofilm volume (APHA). Analysis revealed a
density profile across the length of the reactor. These values were used as biomass concentrations in the
simulation of the DO profiles within biofilms.
Biofilm modeling
Mass transport within the biofilm may be described by diffusional mechanisms in accordance with Fick’s
second law (Eq. 5).

dC
∂ 2C
=D 2
dt
∂x

(5)

In addition, various studies (Liu and Chen 2009; Yurt et al. 2002) have demonstrated the viability of the
Monod kinetic equation, widely used in suspended cultures growth models (Brouwer et al. 1998), to
describe immobilized microbial growth.
Based on the study of mass transport coupled with the metabolic activity across the biofilm, it is possible
to develop a model that anticipates the dynamics of the chemical species within the biofilm across time.
The assumptions made when developing the model presented in the current study are listed below.
1.

Oxygen is the single limiting growth factor.

2.

The substrate is transported through the biofilm via one-dimensional diffusion.

3.

The biofilm is considered heterogeneous across the reactor, and may be discretized into different
sections.

4.

Biofilm density and diffusivity are represented by their average values across the depth of each
reactor section.

Based upon these assumptions and on the mass transport and biokinetics phenomena, a dynamic model
(Eq. 6) was developed to estimate oxygen evolution through biofilm using the one-dimensional diffusionreaction equation (Mitchell et al. 2004; Picioreanu et al. 1998).
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D

∂ 2C m max
C
=
⋅
⋅ X + K d ⋅ X (6)
2
∂x
YX
KS + C
O

Where D is the average oxygen diffusivity of the biofilm (m2·s-1), C is the oxygen concentration (mg
DO·l-1), x is the biofilm depth (m), µmax is the maximum specific growth rate (s-1), Yx/o is the oxygenbiomass yield (g VSS·mg DO-1), KS is the Monod half-saturation coefficient for oxygen (mg DO·l-1), X is
the biomass concentration (g VSS·l-1) and Kd is the maintenance factor for oxygen (mg DO·g VSS-1·s-1).
According to Dorado et al. (2008) µmax/Yx/o may be lumped in a coefficient qmax (mg DO·g VSS-1·s-1).
Eq. 6 was numerically solved with Matlab© using a numerical method for boundary value problems of
ordinary differential equations. The boundary conditions used in the Eq. 6 solutions were,

x=0

C = Cexp

(7)

x = xL

dC
=0
dt

(8)

where Cexp is the measured DO at the liquid-biofilm interface and xL is the biofilm thickness. Using a
minimization algorithm qmax, KS and Kd were determined.
Effective diffusivity was estimated using Eq. 5 from the oxygenation profiles recorded with the DO-MEA
sensor, and it was also measured directly, using the limiting current technique. Effective diffusivity
determination experiments were conducted under different flow velocities and in a single biofilm density
of 21.20 g VSS·l-1.
Microprofile measurements
DO microprofiles were obtained from a single DO-MEA measurement made by inserting the needle into
the biofilm and controlling its position with respect to the biofilm surface, using a dissecting microscope
(PSZBMIV-BS, World Precision Instruments, USA). RE and CE electrodes were immersed in the liquid
phase. Oxygen reduction potential was applied between RE and eight of the WE, while the sensor
response was recorded over a 15-second period, obtaining an 8 point snapshot profile. In the validation of
the DO-MEA sensor for biofilm profiling, DO profiles were also recorded with a commercial Clark-type
microsensor (OX-25, Unisense, Denmark). The Clark-type sensor was mounted on a three-dimensional
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micromanipulator (MM33-2, Unisense, Denmark) and was connected to a 4-channel amplifier
(MicrosensorMultimeter, Unisense, Denmark). With the aid of the micromanipulator, the microsensor
was moved through the biofilm in 50 μm steps, obtaining a DO profile.
DO profiles in endogenous conditions were recorded after maintaining the reactor without substrate
feeding for 24 hours. In order to confirm that the biofilm satisfied the endogenous conditions, complete
glucose removal from the reactor was verified by analysis of the recirculation aqueous phase.
Furthermore, the first DO profile was recorded three times, with no differences being observed between
replicates. On the other hand, DO profiles under consumption conditions were measured after the reactor
was fed the substrate for a 24 hour period. Profiles under both conditions were recorded for less than a
one-hour period, to avoid the biofilm dynamics effect on the profile shape.
DO profiles used in biokinetics studies were first recorded because mass transfer measurements, either by
oxygenation profiles or mass transport rate measurements, were found to be destructive in terms of
bioactivity. This is explained by the need to inactivate the biofilm in diffusivity measurements in the first
method and to use ferricyanide in the second method.
Dynamic oxygenation profiles, related to effective diffusion coefficient determination, were performed
with the same setup as that used in DO profile recording, with the only difference being that the sensor
signal was recorded for a 300 second period. Prior to each measurement, a deoxygenated solution was
recirculated through the reactor to remove DO from the biofilm. This solution was exchanged for an
oxygen saturated solution immediately prior to each measurement, obtaining reoxygenation profiles at
different biofilm depths. These profiles were conducted on deactivated biofilms, where bioactivity was
prevented by recirculating a 300 mg·l-1 NaN3 solution for 1 hour.
For mass transport rate profiles, before limiting current measurements, the nutrient solution was drained
and the biofilm was washed with a 0.2 M KCl solution in order to remove nutrient solution traces. Then,
the aqueous nutrient solution was replaced with a 0.25 mM Fe(CN)63- in 0.2 M KCl electrolyte solution,
which was recirculated through the reactor for 4 hours in order to ensure a homogeneous Fe(CN)63concentration across the biofilm.
Results
DO microprofiles within the biofilm
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The suitability of the developed DO-MEA microsensor was verified by comparing the recorded profiles
with those obtained with the commercial Clark-type microsensor, widely applied and validated in biofilm
monitoring (Berg et al. 1998; Hibiya et al. 2004; Okabe et al. 1999). DO-MEA sensor profiles were
obtained by inserting the needle into the biofilm growth in the FPB, under both endogenous and substrate
consumption conditions. For purposes of these qualitative studies, it was not necessary to obtain
instantaneous profiles. Therefore, to increase the number of comparable DO values, 11 point profiles
were recorded, switching the measured electrodes with two consecutive measurements. The profiles
recorded with the Clark-type microsensor were performed under identical operating conditions and
sampling was taken at the same points on the biofilm surface. Identical positioning of the sensors was
achieved using the 3-D micromanipulator.
Fig. 2 shows the DO profiles obtained from the DO-MEA sensor and the Clark-type microsensor during
the validation of the novel sensor for biofilm studies. Both profiles presented the same behavior in the
superficial area of the biofilm and the same trend throughout the entire biofilm. However some
differences in the measured DO values were observed in the deeper biofilm zones. By examining these
profiles, it is possible to determine the effective depth of the biofilm. Under endogenous conditions (Fig.
2a), oxygen decreases slowly from the biofilm-liquid interface until reaching the anaerobic limit, resulting
in an effective biofilm depth of approximately 1200 μm. The effect of reactor substrate feeding may be
observed in Fig. 2b, and it consisted of an increase in oxygen consumption within the biofilm, reaching
the anaerobic limit at a depth of 600 μm, meaning a reduction of approximately 50% of the biofilm’s
effective

depth.
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Fig. 2 DO microprofiles. (a) Microprofiles measured in endogenous conditions. (b) Microprofiles measured under
conditions of substratum (glucose) consumption. MEA sensor DO measurements (●) were compared with Clark-type
microsensor (∆) ones.

Sensor repeatability for biofilm profiling was also analyzed. In this study, a DO profile was repeated three
times (Fig. 3) at the same location in the biofilm. Profiles were recorded at 1 minute intervals,
maintaining the needle immersed within the biofilm in order to reduce potential damage caused by the
measurement.

Fig. 3. DO profiles recorded at 1 minute intervals, used to analyze the DO-MEA sensor repeatability (○ corresponds
to the first, ∆ to the second and □ to the third recorded profile).

The profiles shown in Fig. 3 exhibited the same pattern across the entire profile with deviations in the
measured oxygen values being below 0.10 mg·l-1.

Effective diffusivity estimation
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Effective diffusivity estimation from oxygenation profiles
Oxygenation profiles were recorded within the biofilm grown in the FPB. These profiles were obtained
from successive DO data recording over time, made at different biofilm depths. The diffusion equation
(Eq. 5) was used to simulate dynamic oxygen distribution within the biofilm. In addition, experimental
data for mass transport within the biofilm equation made it possible to estimate the average effective
diffusivity at the monitored section. In Fig. 4, the simulated surface and experimental profiles for a flow
velocity of 9.88 m·h-1 are shown.

Fig. 4 Simulated (mesh) and experimental (●) oxygenation profiles obtained in a single measurement used in the
determination of the average effective diffusivity of a biofilm section. Both represented series were recorded under a
flow velocity of 9.88 m·h-1.

Fig. 4 reveals the oxygen distribution through the biofilm, decreasing from 3 mg DO·l-1 on the biofilm
surface to 0 mg DO·l-1 at a depth of 600 µm. Oxygenation curves at the different depths also shown a
smooth slope of approximately 1.375·10-3 mg DO·l-1·s-1.
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Since effective diffusivity depends on operational conditions, the oxygenation profiles were recorded at
different flow rates. The average effective diffusivity results at flow velocities of 1.98, 3.95, 9.88 and
19.75 m·h-1 (typical values used in biotrickling filtration) are presented in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5 Results of the average effective diffusivity (●) in a biofilm section, with a biofilm density of 21.20 g VSS-1·l-1,
calculated from oxygenation profiles, at different flow velocities.

Figure 5 reveals that effective diffusivity depends on flow velocity. Results show that at slow flow
velocities, below 2 m·h-1, estimated diffusivity was lower than at higher velocities, 5.32·10-6 cm2·s-1. It
was also found that as of 4m·h-1, the average diffusivity for a biofilm section was independent of the flow
rate, varying slightly between 9.76·10-5 and 1.07·10-5 cm2·s-1.

Effective diffusivity estimation from limiting current measurements

Before using the limiting current technique to take the effective diffusivity measurements, the
appropriateness of the correlation described in Eq. 4 for the MEA sensor, under limiting-current
conditions, was tested in a 25 mM Fe(CN)63- in 0.2 M KCl solution. The current measured in the solution
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was used to calculate the molecular effective diffusivity of ferricyanide in water, with Eq. 4 (7.225·10-10 ±
5.96·10-12 m2·s-1). This value was compared with that reported in Gao et al. (1995) (7·10-10 m2·s-1),
revealing that the ferricyanide correlation was valid for use with the MEA sensor.

The ferricyanide effective diffusivity profiles within the biofilm were also measured. These results were
standardized, calculating the relative effective diffusivity (Dr) as seen in Eq. 9.

Dr =

DCN − B
DCN −W

(9)

Where DCN-B is the effective diffusivity of ferricyanide in the biofilm and DCN-W is the effective diffusivity
of ferricyanide in water. Based on relative effective diffusivity values, it is possible to calculate oxygen
diffusivity within the biofilm, as described by Beyenal and Lewandowski (2002). The profiles were also
recorded under different flow rate conditions. Figure 6 shows results for six different flow velocities in
the same range as was done for the results of the oxygenation profile method.

Fig. 6 Relative effective diffusivity and oxygen effective diffusivity profiles calculated by limiting-current
measurements. Profiles were recorded at six different flow velocities (1.98 (●), 3.10 (○), 4.94 (▲) 9.88 (∆), 17.78 (■)
and 23.70 (□) m·h-1).
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In Fig. 6 a decrease in relative diffusivity from the surface to the deeper parts of the biofilm was
observed. Comparing the results of the six profiles, a smoothing in their slope was observed by increasing
the liquid phase velocity. The relative diffusivity that in the slowest flow velocities ranged from 0.41at
the biofilm surface, to 0.34 at the deeper parts of the biofilm, ranged only between 0.43 and 0.41 at the
highest flow velocities. In addition, an increase in liquid phase velocity again caused an increase in the
effective diffusivity.

Biokinetics estimation

The biokinetic parameters, reflected in Eq. 6, were determined experimentally from the biofilm DO
profiles. Determination of two parameter types, maintenance coefficient for oxygen and growth
parameters, required the measurement of DO profiles under both endogenous and substrate consumption
conditions. The profiles were recorded at a flow velocity of 9.88 m·h-1, using the average effective
diffusivity in a section determined through the oxygenation profiles. This diffusivity, presented in Fig. 5,
was selected due to the fact that Eq. 6 considers the average effective diffusivity of each biofilm section.
In order to study biofilm heterogeneity, the DO profiles, under both conditions, were recorded at the inlet,
the middle and the outlet sections of the reactor.

Maintenance coefficient

DO profiles, recorded without substrate feeding (endogenous conditions), are displayed in Fig. 7. These
profiles were used to experimentally determine the maintenance coefficient for oxygen. The Kd parameter
was calculated by adjusting the recorded profiles with the simulated ones, removing the substrate
consumption term from the diffusion-reaction equation.
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Fig. 7 DO profiles recorded under endogenous conditions used to determine the maintenance coefficient for oxygen
at different points on the surface of the biofilm (● corresponds to a profile recorded at the entry of the reactor, ▼
corresponds to a profile recorded in the middle of the reactor and ■ corresponds to a profile recorded at the output of
the reactor).

The three profiles presented similar DO concentrations at the biofilm-liquid interface. In general, data
adjustment to the model is quite good and only a few discrepancies are seen at the reactor inlet. Although
the three profiles displayed similar trends, some differences may be seen, in particular, those caused by
biofilm heterogeneity across the bioreactor. The parameters calculated from these profiles are presented
in table 1.

The differences between the profiles observed in Fig. 7 results in substantial differences in Kd
determination, shown in table 1. Kd range from 5.58·10-4 to 7.89·10-4 g VSS·s-1, meaning a variation of
approximately 30% across the biofilm. The quality of the data fitting was evaluated through a statistical
study based on a paired t-Student’s test. The t-test executed on each profile yielded experimental t-values
of 1.8 at the inlet, 1.12 at the middle and 1.31 at the outlet of the reactor. A t-value of 2.36 at 5% level of
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significance for 7 degrees of freedom indicates that the differences between measured and predicted
profiles are not significant.

Growth biokinetic parameters

DO profiles recording was repeated while feeding the reactor under non-limiting substrate (carbon
source) conditions. Under consumption conditions, using calculated values for the oxygen maintenance
coefficient and simulated profiles based on the diffusion-reaction equation, growth kinetics parameters
were calculated (Fig.8).

Fig. 8 DO profiles recorded under substrate consumption conditions used to determine the growth parameters, qmax
and KS at different points on the surface of the biofilm (● corresponds to the profile recorded at the reactor inlet, ▼
corresponds to the profile recorded in the middle of the reactor and ■ corresponds to the profile recorded at the outlet
of the reactor).

In contrast to the previous DO profiles (Fig. 7), the profiles presented in Fig. 8 revealed differences in the
interface DO concentration. In this case, the behavior of the profiles within the biofilm also revealed
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some differences caused by the heterogeneity of the biofilm. These differences are evidenced in the
biokinetic parameters estimated from these profiles, shown in Table 1.

Clearly different behavior was found for the two parameters shown in table 1, with particularly large
differences being seen in the calculated qmax values and smaller differences being revealed in the
calculated KS values. The qmax parameter ranges from 5.95·10-4 to 8.95·10-4 mg DO·g VSS-1·s-1, resulting
in differences of the 34% of its value across the reactor. On the other hand, the differences in the KS were
lower, ranging from 0.675 to 0.77 mg DO·l-1, a 12% variation of its value across the reactor. The data
fitting performed for the growth biokinetic parameters estimation were also evaluated by a paired tStudent test. With the statistical study t-values of 1.12, 1.93 and 0.59 were calculated for the profiles at
the inlet, the middle and the outlet of the reactor respectively. The same t-values used in the previous
study revealed that the differences between measured and predicted profiles are neither statistically
significants.

Discussion

The DO-MEA sensor was tested in biofilms, presenting similar behavior to other DO microsensors based
on MEMS technology (Lee et al. 2007; Liu and Chen 2009). Furthermore, DO-MEA sensor operation
was compared to that of commercial Clark-type microsensor for biofilm monitoring (Fig. 2). Results
revealed that the profile recorded with the DO-MEA sensor displayed similar trends as the Clark-type
microsensor profiles, with some differences being found in the measured oxygen values at the deeper
areas of the biofilm. These differences were the result of the DO-MEA dimensions (500 µm thickness as
opposed to 25 µm of the Clark-type microsensors tips). The increased thickness of the needle led to
disturbances in biofilm structure, permitting entry of liquid between the sensor and the biofilm, and
resulting in misleading higher DO concentration measurements. Newly designed sensors should have
smaller tips in order to overcome this limitation without reducing DO-MEA sensor sensitivity.

Taking into account the disturbances caused by DO-MEA sensor thickness and the good sensor
repeatability for biofilm profiling, as revealed in Fig. 3, the biokinetic parameters at the different
locations in the biofilm were estimated from a single profile.

It is also important to note that the DO-MEA sensor, with its special design, offers the possibility of
conducting DO profiles within biofilms with a single measurement, eliminating the need for a
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micromanipulator and thereby significantly simplifying the procedure. Therefore, considering the
differences between Clark-type and MEMS-based microelectrodes, the DO-MEA sensor performance
may be considered appropriate for multipoint data collection in biofilms. However, problems resulting
from the DO-MEA sensor dimensions should be addressed in future studies through the fabrication of the
sensor on a polymer, instead of on a Pyrex wafer, with a maximum thickness of 50 µm (Guimerà et al.
2013).

As previously discussed, many efforts have focused on the quantification of mass transport properties
across biofilms. These studies have primarily attempted to determine mass transport parameters, both
mass transport rate and effective diffusivity, from DO measurements taken with microsensors (Hille et al.
2009; Ning et al. 2012) or from direct measurements of mass transport using specific microsensors. The
DO-MEA sensor was used to determine the average effective diffusivity of a biofilm section through
adjustment of the measured oxygenation profiles in a dynamic model simulation. This procedure is quite
promising as it allows for the obtaining of an effective diffusivity profile across the reactor while
considering biofilm heterogeneity. Also, considering the tedious experimental procedure required for
similar studies using Clark microsensors (Beuling et al. 2000; Bishop et al. 1995; Fu et al. 1994), the
possibility of reducing it to a single measurement should be considered a major improvement. The
reliability of the diffusivity estimations was analyzed from similar studies. In Fu et al. (1994) and (Bishop
et al. 1995) DO relative diffusivity was characterized in aerobic heterotrophic biofilms having a thickness
of 900 µm, obtaining an average diffusivity approximately 0.55 times the effective diffusivity of oxygen
in water (DDO-W). Based on reported values of DDO-W (Perry and Green 1997) it was possible to verify the
reliability of the transient method for the measurement of diffusivity coefficient with microelectrodes in
natural, inactivated biofilms.

The DO-MEA sensor was successfully adapted to perform diffusivity measurements through the limiting
current technique, finding that the relative effective diffusivity decreases from the surface to the deeper
parts of the biofilm. This was described by Zhang and Bishop (1994) to result from the increased cell
concentration in the deeper areas of the biofilm, resulting in a decrease in porosity and, consequently, in
diffusivity. Therefore, these profiles were extremely useful as they permitted an increased knowledge of
the heterogeneity of biofilms. Thus they may eventually be correlated with biomass density profiles,
permitting their characterization (Beyenal et al. 1998). This technique may be further extended to the
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determination of biomass density profiles in packed bioreactors such as biofilters and biotrickling filters.
The relative diffusivity profiles presented in Fig. 6 were compared to similar studies performed with
specific limiting-current microsensors (Beyenal 2000). In this study, with a flow velocity of 17 m·h-1, the
relative diffusivity from the surface to the deeper parts of the biofilm extended between 0.44 and 0.39,
consistent with the results of Beyenal (2000) in which relative diffusivity ranged from 0.45 and 0.41 at a
flow velocity of 15 m·h-1. Therefore the MEA sensor appears to be well suited to the limiting current
technique, improving upon the current microsensors by permitting the measurement of DO profiles, mass
transport coefficients and effective diffusivity with a single device.

The dependence of effective diffusivity on flow velocity was examined, as revealed in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.
Results shown in Fig. 6 reveal that biofilm the effect of heterogeneity on diffusion through the biofilm
decreases as flow velocity is increased. This fact, reflected in the smoothing of the effective diffusivity
profiles, indicates that the biofilm effective diffusivity may be approximated as an average effective
diffusivity under turbulent conditions, although this is not the case for laminar flows where the relative
diffusivity from the surface to the deeper parts of the biofilm ranges from 0.455 to 0.345. This conclusion
may be verified by the results presented in Fig. 5. These results reveal that up to 4 m·h-1, the effective
diffusivity increases slightly, as a result of biofilm effective diffusivity homogenization, while at slow
flow velocities, the value is considerably lower, due to the increase of the effective diffusivity variation
within the biofilm under these conditions.

The recording of DO profiles under both endogenous and substrate consumption conditions permit the
obtaining of biokinetic parameter distributions across the biofilm. Results reveal that along the bioreactor,
the maintenance coefficient for oxygen ranged from 2.01 to 2.84 mg DO·g VSS-1·h-1, qmax varied from
2.14 to 3.22 mg DO·g VSS-1·h-1 and KS was between 0.675 and 0.77 mg·l-1. The oscillations in the
calculated Kd and qmax values are larger due to the fact they contain the biomass yield term which is
associated with the amount of biomass. Therefore, the heterogeneity of the biofilm clearly impacts this
value. It was also observed that the biokinetic parameter distribution across the reactor does not follow
the anticipated trend. More active and denser biofilm was expected to be found at the reactor inlet, where
substrate concentration is higher. However, in flat plate reactors, hydrodynamics impacts biofilm
structure and activity (Lewandowski and Beyenal 2007). The flow velocity causes a shear stress gradient
on the biofilm across the reactor, producing a greater inverse effect on biofilm structure than initially
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expected. This was verified during the analysis of biofilm density, where thicker and denser biofilm
sections were found at the outlet of the reactor. These distributions serve to highlight biofilm
heterogeneity, revealing the importance of including this concept in biofilm modeling.

(Zhou et al. 2012) and Yurt et al. (2003) grew heterotrophic biofilms in order to quantify the biokinetic
parameters. However, differences in operating condition limit results comparison and only a qualitative
discussion of these results is possible. In Zhou et al. (2012) the biokinetic parameters were estimated
without taking into account the heterogeneity of the biofilm, however, the results were reported as an
average of the estimated values from different DO profiles, clearly demonstrating the existence of biofilm
heterogeneity. In this study, qmax variations across the biofilm (from 9 to 11 mg DO·g VSS-1·h-1),
approximately 20%, were comparable to the 22% variations (from 2.14 to 3.22 mg DO·g VSS-1·h-1) found
in the current study. They also presented a Ks with a 10% variability (between 0.45 and 0.5 mg·l-1) also
quite similar to that presented in this work (ranging a 12% between 0.675 and 0.77 mg·l-1). The same can
be said for the oxygen maintenance coefficient which is also consistent with the values presented for both
attached growth systems (Zhou et al. 2012) and suspended growth microorganisms (Yurt et al. 2002).

Thus, the methodology described in this current work represents progress in biofilm research, permitting
the study and characterization of mass transport and biokinetics processes through in situ measurements
while taking biofilm heterogeneity into consideration. This tool is of particular interest as it may be used
in dynamic model validation, describing biofilm functioning without the need for destructive
measurements.
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